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Over the past few years, Tower Hamlets Schools Library
Service has developed its service to primary and secondary
schools to include a series of cultural events as well as the
usual lending of resources and providing advisory and support
services.

English consultants working in the borough had already
started talking to schools about planning their reading year,
and soon after this, the Reading Agency, Society of Chief
Librarians and ASCEL began working on the universal reading
offer which also highlighted reading ‘spikes’ throughout the
year. 

Our reading offer is: The Tower Hamlets Book Award in the
Autumn term, a creative writing competition in the Spring
term, and a poetry slam in the Summer term. All the events
are supplemented by author/illustrator/poet/storyteller visits
at times of the school’s choosing. Schools can sign up for all
the events, or pick and choose. Significant discounts are
offered to schools selecting all!

When developing this idea the Poetry Society was the obvious
choice of partner to work with on the poetry slam. They have
been providing slams across the country for many years as part
of SLAMbassadors, their national youth slam. Indeed they had
involved many Tower Hamlets schools over the years. The
Schools Library Service first worked with the Poetry Society as
part of the pilot ‘Find Your Talent’ programme that was funded
by the last government, but was sadly ended by the current
government.

So, with the new initiative in place, in 2011, six secondary
schools subscribed to our ‘creative literature package’ and were
therefore entitled to take part in the SLAMbassadors
programme. The package consisted of a twilight INSET for
teachers, two days of a poet in school, a performance

workshop for the pupils chosen to perform their work and a
showcase final at a West End theatre, where the poems written
are performed and the rest of the class come along to cheer.

The INSET is designed to give teachers and school librarians a
taste of what they will be asking the pupils to do – i.e. to be
inspired to write poetry. It’s a demystification process, and a
confidence booster so that the staff feel they can support the
students through the programme. During the session staff
work in pairs and on their own to dream up word
combinations from a variety of stimuli, before performing
their work to the rest of the group. Each year they go away
enthused and eager to get the pupils involved. 

The poet in school works with a group for two days at times
agreed by the school. These can be two consecutive days, two
days over two weeks or four half days. Over the two days,
every pupil will write a poem, and two or three are chosen to
perform their poem at the showcase. 

The whole of the SLAMbassadors programme is designed to
give a voice and a platform to those young people who need it.
The school workshops don’t therefore work with one
particular class, but with the group of young people who
would most benefit from the programme. That can be gifted
and talented pupils who are interested in becoming poets, or
young people at risk of exclusion who have a story to be heard.
The eclectic mix of voices in these sessions is what gives them
such a unique chemistry. 

The theme of all the SLAMbassadors work is ‘identity’, which
encourages the students to think about the world around
them; from the local to the global. It allows them to make links
between their motherlands and the East End of London, and
explore their place in the world.

At the end of the two days each student is filmed performing
their poem and the films are uploaded to the Poetry Society’s
YouTube channel for inclusion in the national competition. In
this way the Society showcases films of hundreds of young
people from across the country so students can feel part of a
truly national programme representing the uncensored voices
of young people.

In 2014, a video of one of the Tower Hamlets performers,
Sadia Ahmed, was tweeted by MP David Lammy and author
Malorie Blackman, attracting great interest and featuring in
the local press: youtu.be/QSvYRH3kkOA

But back to the slam; and at the end of two days the poet will
choose two or three performers to take to the stage at the
regional slam. These students receive an additional
performance workshop to perfect the delivery of their poem,
and to start to find out what it is like to be on the stage and
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enjoy the dynamic between audience and performer. In short,
the workshop is aimed at increasing confidence and self-
expression. The pupils are allowed to take pieces of paper on
stage with them, but increasingly, they are encouraged not to
use them, to learn their poem and project their voices – in
other words, they learn to become performers.

And so to the Showcase itself, the highlight of the programme.
The original idea, based on the traditional slam model, was to
have a panel of judges and present certificates and trophies to
winning participants, but increasingly we felt it was better to
celebrate all the contributors and their poems. Each
participating school brings their group to the venue – for some
a major expedition away from the East End and into central
London. The event is kicked off by Joelle Taylor, poet and
Artistic Director of SLAMbassadors UK and then it’s time for
the budding performers.

Accompanied by thumping music and a raucous crowd they
take to the stage as the crowd hushes to listen. Poems are
delivered to a chorus of clicking fingers as the audience show
their appreciation for particular lines or images. Joelle from
side-stage chimes in with a ‘yes!’ or a ‘cheez!’ (a shout out of
appreciation). When they finish the audience are invited to
cheer uproariously – an instruction they all find incredibly
easy to comply with.

This is a huge event for some of the young people who rarely
venture to central London, let alone to a West End theatre, and
it can prove nerve-wracking. One year, the three girls who
were first on the bill became so tongue-tied they were unable
to continue. However, after watching other acts and seeing the
support of the crowd, they asked if they could have another go
at the end, and were greeted with acclaim and uproar! 

The quality of the poetry and the performances is stunning –
it’s hard to describe the emotions one comes away with after
watching these young people pour their hearts into their
poetry with such magical effect. For the young performers and
their peers, it’s hard to sum up the effect an event like this can
have.

Though this is the end of our East End slam, workshops and
regional slams continue to take place across the country and
the Poetry Society’s YouTube page continues to swell with
entries to the national competition. At the end of the Summer
the films are then judged by high profile spoken word artists.

Over recent years judges have included Linton ‘Kwesi’
Johnson, Hollie McNish, Benjamin Zephaniah and Kate
Tempest. They have the unenviable task of trying to choose a
national slam team of just half a dozen performers.

These young winners receive two days of mentoring from
Joelle Taylor and then take to the stage at the Clore Ballroom
of the Southbank Centre to perform a fifteen minute set. The
event has an audience of over 1,000 and includes live DJs and
VJs, as well as a feature performance from a top poet.

Over the last few years we have had many winners from Tower
Hamlets and the national final, as well as being a hugely
exciting event, has been a great motivation to the students as
they take part in the programme. Indeed many of the poets
who deliver workshops in schools are former winners of the
programme who have gone on to careers in poetry and spoken
word. These include celebrated poet Kayo Chingonyi, and
NAGA MC, an internationally renowned rapper.

The secondary school slam is now well-established in the
schools’ calendars and Heads of English are starting to know
the routine of signing up the Schools Library Service package
in good time at the beginning of the financial year in order to
ensure their participation.

Primary schools, having heard about the secondary event are
already showing eagerness to participate. One primary school
even brought their year six to watch the showcase last year to
enthuse them about poetry. In early 2015 we are extending the
SLAMbassadors offer to our primary schools. In just a few
weeks eight schools had already signed up, and as there’s more
freedom to work off timetable, are booking their poet for
anything from two to four days. We look forward with great
interest to seeing what their students will produce.

SLAMbassadors has encouraged speaking and listening,
performing and creative writing in our schools. It’s been a
great addition to the Schools Library Service, providing a
tantalising hook to encouraging many schools to take up the
offer, and allowing us to make available something new and
different to schools.

■ Gillian Harris is Head of Tower Hamlets Schools Library
Service; Tom MacAndrew is Education Manager at the
Poetry Society.
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